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Oxgangs Primary School – Parent Community Council Meeting Minutes 
 
Monday 20th January 2020, 6.30-8pm, Staff Room 
 
Present: Aristides Kiprakis (AK) -  Chair, Lesley Millar  – Treasurer, Kevin Brack – Acting 
Head Teacher (KB), Louise Mercer – Teacher Rep (LM), Lauren McKay – Chair Fundraising 
& Events (LMcK), Lesley Roarty (LR), Kaythie Reid (KR),Lesley Millar (LM), Ben Bunting (BB),  
Euan Stewart, Tracy Brown (TB), Hannah Montgomery (HM), Bertrand Frossard (BF), Lucy 
Proud 

Apologies: Richard Imlach, Crerar Christie, Laura Calder 

 

1. Welcome, introductions and apologies 

2. Approval of previous minutes (30 Oct 2019)  

AK approved the minutes- duly seconded by LMcK. 

3. Updates from PCC Chair - Aristides Kiprakis 

(i) All website and social media info and passwords have been provided to AK from 
previous chair. The domain for the website has also been renewed. 

(ii) LM has been appointed as 2nd deputy head teacher. 

(iii) There is a short survey from Edinburgh Council regarding child wellbeing which 
parents and the PCC collectively are being asked to contribute to.  This is short 
and does not take long to complete- all parents are encouraged to try to complete 
this. 

(iv) AK attended Edinburgh Council’s workshop for recruitment, aimed at training and 
informing parents who are interested in or may wish to be involved in, teacher 
recruitment,  AK suggesting that other parents should be encouraged to attend- LR 
and HM provisionally offering to attend . 

4. Head Teacher Report – Kevin Brack 

(i) Staffing Update  

LM was successful in becoming the second DHT (this is a temporary post for now 
although the hope is for this to continue). 
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The school has a new PSA working with P1- James Williamson. 

(ii) Inservice Day Outcomes 

KB noting that the focus was on planning, setting out priorities and generally 
streamlining the learning planning process.  There were two speakers in addition.  
Work was also done by the PSAs redesigning the playground spaces into different 
zones to try to improve the quality of play.  New activities will also be being rolled 
out in the coming weeks 

(iii) LIAM (Let’s Introduce Anxiety Management) 

KB explaining about this initiative from CAMHS for children who experience low 
level anxiety, typically provided by the school nursing service.  Miss Fenton is going 
to be involved in this and has been to training to enable her to deliver sessions in 
the school. 

(iv) Young Inventors 

This is a partnership with Napier University whereby 3rd year students will work with 
P4 and P5.  Activities are based loosely around current themes such as climate 
change and are child-led. 

(v) School Values – class stars 

This is another new initiative whereby any adult who sees a pupil in the school 
demonstrating the school values (respect, kindness etc) can give that child a class 
star.  The class with the most stars earns extra playtime. 

(vi) Book Fair/Parent Consultations 

The school will be looking for parent helpers to help run this.  This ties in with parent 
consultations on 10/11th March. 

(vii) Music 

The school’s new music teacher (Angela Sims) will do an Oxgangs’ Got Talent 
competition with heats and class winners and finals with opportunities for parents 
to attend- this will take place in April. 

(viii) Bake-off] 

A bake off is planned for the last week before the February break to raise money 
to help pay for ‘Snack for all’. 

(ix) PC/PTA Funds requests: - 

1. P7 workshop – P7 requested £300 for a workshop form Wildside Nature to tie 
in with their Antarctica topic. 

2. Musical instruments – Angela Sims requested £815 for musical instruments 
(glockenspiels etc). 

3. PE Kit – KB proposed a one of payment of approx. £600 to fund provision of a 
school PE t shirt for all pupils to encourage participation and uniformity amongst 
pupils, leaving parents just to provide shorts and shoes. 
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All requests were approved (request 1 to be funded by PTA and requests 2 and 3 
to be funded by the PC). 

(x) There is no update as regards the return or otherwise of Mrs Walshe. 

(xi) BF asking a question about the 1140 free hours of childcare- KB explaining the 
options and the complexities of this- a letter will be coming out shortly to parents 
setting out the various options here. 

5. Traffic and Recycling Report – Tracy Brown 

(i) TB had very little to report- parking issues continue in the car park but there were 
no particular issues to raise.  AK noting in passing that he hadn’t heard from the 
local councillors (Scott Arthur was usually active in relation to traffic and parking 
issues) in relation to either this or the last meeting and resolving to invite them to 
future PCC meetings. 

(ii) On the recycling front discussions with Amey over recycling bins for communal 
areas are still awaited.  KB undertaking to raise this with his contact at Amey 
directly to try and progress this. 

6. PTA Report – Lauren McKay 

(i) PTA fundraising update is attached to these minutes. 

(ii) LMcK requested approval for PTA spending of £500 of PTA funds for P7 to go 
towards their leaving party at the end of the year as in previous years- this was 
approved.  Also discussed was the substantial sums sitting in both the PCC and 
PTA accounts- children making requests to either body (either in writing or even in 
person at PCC meeting) should be encouraged. 

(iii) LMcK also suggesting that to balance things up the other classes (excluding P7) 
could be given £100 per class to spend on a discretionary basis on things like art 
supplies, games for reward time, supplies for school projects/topic work.  The idea 
is that the children in each class get to have a say in what the money is spent on 
so that they feel involved in the decision making.  This request was approved, 
totalling £1,300. 

(iv) The PTA still needs someone to take the helm once LMcK steps down, although 
LMcK will stay on the PTA to assist.  Suggested that emails go out to the parent 
body requesting someone or a group of individuals take on individual events, 
starting with the tuck shop (generally very straightforward) but also the May Fair, 
for which planning needs to be starting now. It was noted by LMcK that there are 
always plenty of bodies willing to help out with events on the day. 

(v) LMcK had been asked about the possibility of teaming up with Firrhill perant council 
to arrange a car boot sale.  There was little appetite for this (a) based on previous 
car boots organised by the school which were not particularly successful, and (b) 
the use of the car park would form part of Oxgangs’ allocation of lets unless this 
could be teamed up with an existing let eg. of the astro.  It was collectively decided 
that there wasn’t capacity or appetite to deal with this although the PCC/PTA would 
be happy to promote the event to the parent body. 

7. AOB and date of next meeting 
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Tuck shop is to be reduced to two days rather than 4, with prices per cake to be increased.  
Fridays were noted by KB to be preferable and dates for the tuck shop were proposed as [24 
April and 1 May]. 

The next meeting is still to be diarised but is likely to be before the Easter break.  

AK closed the meeting at 8pm. 

 


